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Most of the radiation from stellar systems (as galaxies)  
comes from the stellar photospheric radiation.  
Indeed, the emissive properties of galaxies change with time  
because stars evolve and their emissive properties  
therefore change. 
Hence, the temporal evolution of  
the Spectral Energy Distribution  
(SED) of a stellar system  
can be expressed as: 
SED = f(t) 
where the function f(t) must take into account  
the temporal variation of:  
(1) the stellar content  
(2) the emissive properties of the stars   
 f = fpass   fchange 
(1)  fpass  takes into account the passive evolution of stars. 
               This term is the STELLAR EVOLUTION MODEL 
(2) fchange takes into account all the processes that change the SP content.  
                It depends on the star formation history of the SP and 
                exotic additional phenomena (as merging, gal cannibalism…) 
The function f can be represented as  the convolution of two 
terms: 
To simplify the problem, it is useful to introduce the 
concept of Simple Stellar Population (SSP) 
Simple Stellar Population (SSP) 
A SSP is an assembly of stars:  
1) with the same age 
    (only one burst of star formation) 
2) with the same initial chemical composition 
3) single (not located in binary systems)   
Hence, a SSP is described with 4 parameters: 
age,  metallicity (Y, Z),  IMF 
 A SSP can be define as a “special case” of SP  
SSP =  lim    SP 
fchange 1 
 SED = fpass(t) 
where fpass is determined only  
by the stellar evolution...  
Only one burst of star formation 
 f = fpass   fchange   f  (and hence the SED) is  
entirely described by fpass: 
Simple Stellar Population (SSP) 
fchange 1 
Stellar clusters are the best example in nature of SSP,  
because they are composed of stars born from the same  
molecular cloud and in one single star formation burst 
♦  Only one TO point: only one  
   age for the population 
♦  Narrow RGB: only one metallicity 
Simple Stellar Population (SSP) 
♦  Different Turn-Off points:  
    stellar populations with different ages 
Complex Stellar Populations 
ω Centauri 
♦  Different RGBs: stellar populations  
    with different metallicities 
Galaxies are not SSPs, since they are made of stellar populations with  
different ages and chemical compositions 
BLUE PLUME: 
very young  SP 
A WELL DEFINED RGB: 
old (t>1-2 Gyr) SP 
Complex Stellar Populations 
SFR=const since 13 Gyr 
Synthetic CMD 
 age < 0.1 Gyr 
 0.1−1 Gyr 
 1−3 Gyr 
 > 3 Gyr 
Integrated Luminosity (of a SP)  
The integrated luminosity of a stellar system (both SSP and SP)  
is the sum of all luminosities of the stars in the population:  
LTOT  = ∑i L i = LMS + LPMS 
Especially in the case of SSPs, the most convenient way to 
compute the integrated luminosity is by separating the 
contribution of the MS and post-MS (PMS) stars:  
LTOT  = ∑i L i      with i=1,.., N★ 
     Turn - Off 
magnitude level 
MAIN SEQUENCE 
 (unevolved stars) 
POST MAIN SEQUENCE 
        (evolved stars) 
For a given SP we can separate evolved and unevolved stars 
Luminosity of unevolved (MS) stars: LMS  
LMS = ∑i L i  = ∫ ψ(M) L(M) dM     
MS 
Minf 
MTO 
where: 
  ψ(M) is the IMF;  
  L(M) is the Luminosity-Mass  
    relation for MS stars;   
  the integral is computed  
    between  two boundary masses 
    that limit the MS: 
    Minf  is the lower mass cutoff  
           of the MS ( ~0.1 M) and 
    MTO is the Turn-Off mass. 
Initial Mass Function 
Salpeter IMF: 
s = 2.35   
As a first approximation, we can adopt a relation computed  
for stars along the ZAMS  
LZAMS(M) = k · Ma 
where k and a are constants depending on the chemical composition. 
γ = 5.5 c = ( LTO / LZAMS )M=MTO - 1 
Luminosity-mass relation for unevolved stars  
A more precise approach is to multiply LZAMS(M) by a term including 
the evolutionary effects: 
L(M) = (1 + c  ·  (M / MTO)γ ) · k · Ma 
Warning: this relation is just a first approximation, because it ignores  
the MS evolutionary effects  (which are large at  M  MTO). 
Luminosity-mass relation for unevolved stars  
L(M) = k Ma 
LMS = ∫ L(M) ψ(M) dM 
Minf 
MTO 
=> LMS = ∫  k’ M-s  k Ma  dM 
Minf 
MTO 
LMS = k’ k ∫  Ma-s dM 
Minf 
MTO 
=  c’  Ma-s+1 
Minf 
MTO 
=  c’    MTO -  Minf  
a-s+1    a-s+1  
=> LMS ∝   k MTO    k’ MTO   
a+1          -s  
if (a-s+1)>0   (i.e. the  IMF is not too steep) => the 2nd term can be neglected 
   (low mass stars provide only a negligible fraction of the total luminosity) 
LMS =  c MTO   ψ(MTO) 
a+1  
ψ(M) = k’ M-s 
Luminosity of evolved (PMS) stars  
Which stars populate  
the PMS phases? 
In principle, all stars with mass 
between  
•  the MS turn-off mass (MTO) and 
•  the mass of dying stars (MD) 
  (stars at the end of their 
   thermonuclear evolution) 
Of course the values of  
MTO and MD vary as a  
function of the SP age: 
MTO(t), MD(t) for any age t 
How can we compute MD(t) ? 
L PMS = ∑j  nj x Lj 
j = evolutionary phase  
We indicate as MD (D = dying stars) the  
initial mass of stars at the end of their evolution.   
MD(t) = MTO(t - tPMS)  > MTO(t)  
From stellar evolution models it is possible to estimate the 
time that a generic star spends from the end of the MS  
to the completion of its thermonuclear evolution: 
Obviously ….  ttot (Min) = tMS (Min) + tPMS (Min)  
tPMS (Min) = 1.66 x 109 Min
-2.72 (years)  ( Renzini 1981) 
All the stars with Min < MTO    are still in the MS phase 
                                                 (central H-burning)  
All the stars with Min > MTO  are evolved outside the MS: 
                                                they are in post-MS   
                                                phases (SGB, RGB…) 
                                                or already died. 
Min < MTO           is in MS 
MTO < Min < MD  is in any  PMS 
Min > MD            is dead ( WD, NS, BH )  
Comparison between MD and MTO 
MD ≈ MTO 
The range in mass of PMS evolving stars is small:  
a good approximation is to use a constant value of the PMS evolving 
mass equal to M(TO) 
MPMS ≈ MD ≈ MTO 
All the stars with Min < MTO    are still in the MS phase 
                                                 (central H-burning)  
All the stars with Min ≈ MTO    are in post-MS phases 
All the stars with Min > MTO    already died 
Min < MTO   is in MS 
Min ≈ MTO   is in any  PMS 
Min > MTO   is dead 
Luminosity of evolved (PMS) stars  
Which stars populate  
the PMS phases? 
Stars with Min ≈ MTO  
L PMS = ∑j  nj x Lj 
j = evolutionary phase  
How can we evaluate the number  
of stars in each phase (nj )?   
A simple relation can be useful:  
                  nj = bj(t) x tj 
where:  
•  bj(t) is the rate at which stars enter 
  the phase j 
•  and tj is the duration of phase j 
How can we evaluate bj(t)? 
Evolutionary flux 
bTO(t) =  ψ(MTO) x | MTO |  
. 
The evolutionary flux at the TO point quantifies the rate  
at which stars leave the MS (cross the TO): 
where: 
•  ψ(MTO)  is the IMF of the SP    [ N★/ΔMTO ] 
•  MTO=dMTO/dt                       [ΔMTO / ΔT] 
Hence, the dimensions of b(t) are: 
         [N★/ΔMTO  x  ΔMTO /ΔT] =  [N★/ΔT]   (stars per year)  
. 
Since the difference between MTO and MD is small (MD ≈ MTO), 
bTO(t) also quantifies: 
•  the rate at which stars enter and leave any PMS phase 
•  the death rate of the SP   
Evolutionary flux 
The SP evolutionary flux 
b(t) = ψ(MTO) x | MTO |  
. 
(stars per year) 
quantifies the rate at which stars leave the MS, but also  
the rate at which stars enter and leave any PMS phase, 
and the death (mortality) rate of the SP.  
Hence:  
Evolutionary flux 
b(t) is the same for any PMS evolutionary phase:  
bj(t) = const   ∨j 
 nj = bj (t) x tj = const x tj     (where  const = b(t)) 
nj ∝ tj  
The number of stars in any evolutionary phase  
is proportional to the duration of that phase  
(within the approximation MPMS ≈ MTO)  
EVOLVED BSS  
where to search?   
genuine AGBs 
or 
BSS along the RGB? 
EVOLVED BSS: how to search?    
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION: 
AGB more concentrated 
than other normal stars! 
evolved-BSS contaminate the “AGB” population! 
NUMBER COUNTS: 
AGB more numerous than HB 
just in the centre! 
EVOLVED BSS: how to search?    
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION: 
AGB more concentrated 
than other normal stars! 
NUMBER COUNTS: 
AGB more numerous than HB 
just in the centre! 
NAGB       tAGB  
NHB         tHB  
= .... known from stellar models:   
tPMS (Min) = 1.66 x 109 Min
-2.72 yr  
The comparison between observed and predicted nj is one of the tightest 
constraints to models when reconstructing the SFH of a 
Star formation history of SPs 
OBSERVED CMD 
SFR=const since 13 Gyr 
SYNTHETIC CMDs 
 age < 0.1 Gyr 
 0.1−1 Gyr 
 1−3 Gyr 
 > 3 Gyr 
SFR=const from 13 Gyr to 100 
Myr ago + burst since 20 Myr 
L PMS = b(t)  ∑j  Lj  tj   
This term corresponds to  
the total energy (Ej) radiated  
by the star during  
the evolutionary stage j . 
Ej  =  Lj tj 
The TOTAL ENERGY radiated during the evolutionary stage j 
is entirely determined  by the total nuclear FUEL burned  
during that stage.  
L PMS = ∑j nj x Lj   
nj = b(t) x tj 
 L PMS = ∑j b(t) tj  Lj 
 Hence:  
          Ej =  Lj tj   =  6 x 1018 Fj     [erg] 
where Fj is the mass of fuel burned during phase j 
Let’s compute Ej ... 
The energy produced by an amount “m” of fuel mass is given by: 
ε = 0.007 m c2  ~ 7 x 10-3 x m x 9 x 1020    ~ 6 x 1018 m 
 ε = 6 x 1018 m  [erg] 
(in fact, the energy produced by burning 1g of H is: 6 x 1018   erg/g)  
Fuel  
Fj = mjH + 0.1 mjHe    
mjH and mjHe are the mass of H and He  
burned during the evolutionary phase j 
The coefficient 0.1 comes from the fact that  the energy released 
by the burning  of 1g of He (into C-O) is about one tenth of that 
released by the conversion of 1g of H (into He). 
The fuel consumption Fj  is a function of the initial stellar 
mass and composition, and is a natural product of stellar 
evolutionary calculations. 
L PMS = b(t)  ∑j ( Lj  tj  )        
         = b(t)  ∑j  Ej  
By expressing LPMS in L and the fuel mass in M, we get: 
              L PMS = 9.75 1010 b(t) ∑j (mjH +0.1 mjHe) 
= b(t) ∑j  6 1018 Fj 
= 6 1018 b(t) ∑j (mjH +0.1 mjHe) 
The total luminosity contributed by the stars in post-MS evolutionary stages  
depends on the SP evolutionary flux and the amount of fuel burned during the 
PMS stages 
IMF 
Fj 
LTOT  = LMS + LPMS  
L PMS =9.75 1010  b(t) ∑j Fj     
LMS =  c MTO   ψ(MTO) 
a+1  
LTOT  = LMS + LPMS = 
         = c MTO  ψ(MTO)  + 9.75  1010  b(t)  ∑j Fj                                         
b(t) = ψ(MTO) x | MTO | 
. 
Hence: 
LTOT = c MTO  ψ(MTO)  + 9.75  1010  ψ(MTO)  | MTO | ∑j Fj 
( the IMF enters both terms) 
. 
a+1  
a+1  
The specific evolutionary flux is then the evolutionary flux per unit 
luminosity of the parent population: it measures the rate at which  
stars cross the TO, per year and per solar luminosity.  
It is (approximately) independent of the IMF. 
Since the evolutionary flux, b(t), depends on the IMF (which is quite 
uncertain), it is convenient to define the  
SPECIFIC EVOLUTIONARY FLUX 
b(t)  
LTOT(t)  
B(t) = 
B(t) is (almost) independent of the adopted IMF  
b(t) = ψ(MTO)  | MTO | 
. 
LTOT(t) =  c MTO   ψ(MTO)  + 9.75  1010  ψ(MTO)  | MTO | ∑j Fj 
a+1  
. 
=  
ψ(MTO) | MTO |  
c  MTO   ψ(MTO) + 9.75 x 1010  ψ (MTO)  | MTO |   ∑j Fj(MTO)    
. 
. a+1  
B(t) = LTOT (t) 
b(t) 
B(t) =  
| MTO | 
c MTO   + 9.75 x 1010  | MTO |   ∑j Fj (MTO)    
a+1  . 
. 
(the IMF slope is within the term “c”). 
The specific evolutionary flux B(t) is also very weakly dependent on age 
(just a factor of 4 variation, for 3 orders of magnitude in age): 
B(t) ~ 5 x 10-10    at  t = 107 yrs 
B(t) ~ 2 x 10-11     at t = 1010 yrs 
The specific evolutionary flux B(t) is also very weakly dependent on age.  
This can be particularly useful in cases of systems with uncertain age. 
For instance, it allows to estimate the number of stars in any PMS stage 
just from the measured (bolometric) luminosity of the system. 
In fact: 
    nj = b(t) x tj 
b(t) = B(t) x LTOT 
 nj = B(t) x LTOT  x tj 
known from stellar models 
& WEAKLY dependent on age 
known from stellar models 
measurable 
(+ bolometric correction) 
Note, instead, b(t) sensibly on age & also on the IMF: b(t) = ψ(MTO)  |MTO|  
(for instance, b(t) varies by a factor of ~100 for 3 orders of magnitude in age)  
. 
=> L j / L TOT  = 9.75 x 1010 x B(t) x Fj 
This is the so-called 
“Fuel Consumption Theorem” 
L PMS = 9.75 1010 x  b(t) x   ∑j Fj 
For any given PMS phase:   L j   =  9.75 x 1010 x b(t) x Fj 
From the definition of B(t):   b(t) = B(t) x LTOT 
=>   L j = 9.75 x 1010 x B(t) x LTOT x Fj 
=>  
The Fuel Consumption Theorem  
The contribution to the integrated bolometric luminosity  
of a SSP provided by the stars in a given post-MS stage  
is directly proportional to the amount of fuel burned during 
that stage. 
= 9.75 x 1010 x B(t) x Fj(t) LTOT (t) 
Lj 
If Fj is known, the Fuel Consumption Theorem allows to 
compute the contribution of the various evolutionary phases  
to the integrated bolometric luminosity of a SSP  
as a function of the age.   
DEGENERATE He-CORE 
      “HE  FLASH”      SNII  DEGENERATE  
     CO-CORE         
    MASSIVE   INTERMEDIATE-M        LOW-M  
Effect of the convective OVERSHOOTING 
Effect of the MASS LOSS in AGB 
The discontinuities in the fuel consumption correspond to 
different REGIMES of stellar evolution.  
DEGENERATE  
He-CORE 
SNII DEGENERATE  
CO-CORE         
In turn, different regimes of stellar evolution imply 
significant variations in the SP stellar content,   
and hence significant variations of the SED:  
the so-called PHASE TRANSITIONS 
Renzini & Buzzoni (1986)   
RGB AGB MS 
phase transitions 
↕ 
discontinuities in 
the consumption 
of H and He 
Maraston (1998) 
More  recent models (for example, Maraston 1998) show transitions  
which are sensibly less sharp than those predicted by  
Renzini & Buzzoni (1986) 
AGB Phase Transition (~ 200-300 Myr) 
First appearance of AGB stars with a degenerate CO core 
RGB Phase Transition (~1 Gyr) 
First appearance of RGB stars with a degenerate He core 
Consequences of the Ph-Ts 
From an integrated point of view: 
After the Ph-Ts, the SED is  
dominated by the red giants  
=> change in the integrated  
colours of the SSP 
From a resolved point of view: 
After the Ph-Ts, the evolutionary  
sequences like the AGB and RGB  
become well populated and  
luminous 
In this age regime the light of the SSP  (Ltotbol) is dominated  
by MS stars.   This evolutionary stage provides  ~60-70 % of the total 
light at ~ 50 -200 Myr, and its contribution decreases with the age  
(~40% at ~ 300 Myr). 
Young populations (age < 300 Myr) : 
First appearance of AGB stars with a degenerate C-O core:  
at an age of ~200 Myr, the AGB contribution to the total light changes 
from ~10 %  to ~40 % in a very short time-scale (~200 Myr). 
 The AGB Phase Transition 
In this age regime the light of the SSP is dominated by AGB stars   
that provide ~40 % of the light, with a MS contribution of about 30% 
Intermediate-age populations (300 Myr-2 Gyr): 
First appearance of RGB stars with a degenerate He core:  
at an age of ~1 Gyr, the RGB contribution to the total light changes  
from ~ 0% to ~ 40% in a rapid time-scale (~300 Myr). 
 The RGB Phase Transition 
In this age regime the light of the SSP is dominated by RGB stars  
that provide ~ 30 - 40% of the total light. 
 Old populations (age>2 Gyr) : 
Maraston (1998) 
U and B bands: 
always dominated by 
MS stars 
V band: 
dominated by MS stars, 
but RGB stars represent  
the second contributors 
after ~1 Gyr 
K band 
•   < 200 Myr  
    He-burning stars 
•    200 Myr - 3 Gyr  
    Thermal Pulse AGB stars 
•    > 3 Gyr 
    RGB stars     
Phase Transitions in different bands 
V K 
B U 
For distant unresolved SP it is useful to understand how integrated 
magnitudes and colours (the only measurable) vary with the SP age 
because of the Ph-Ts.   
In the K band, a brightening occurs at  
t ~200 Myr, due to the onset of the AGB 
Ph-T. 
The behaviour the K magnitude is 
complicated by the interplay between 
AGB and RGB,  that produces the most 
relevant contribution to the integrated 
magnitude for ages above 108 yrs. 
Effects of Ph-Ts on integrated magnitudes & colours 
For ages > 107 yr, all magnitudes fade for increasing age (the brightening at  
~107 yr is due to the appearance of He-burning stars in the red side of the CMD).  
In the B, V, I bands the fading is ~ linear 
with log(t), and it is mainly due to the 
decrease of the MS extension with  
increasing age.  
The integrated of integrated colours is, of course, the combinations of 
the behaviour of integrated magnitudes. 
The evolution of (V-R) and especially 
(V-K) colours is mainly controlled by 
the AGB and RGB Ph-Ts: sudden 
brightening due to AGB PhT, 
decrease due to reduction of TP 
AGB contribution, while RGB Ph-T 
keeps the luminosity high. 
Effects of Ph-Ts on integrated magnitudes & colours 
The (U-B), (U-V), (B-V) colours 
vary smoothly with age, because  
they trace the turn-off effective 
temperature. 
Dashed lines: models with  
NO TP-AGB contribution. 
The SED is dominated by the UV  
peak (at < 2000 A) due to the very  
bright, blue MS stars.  
A second peak is visible at  
~ 4000Å (Balmer jump).  
Main spectral features : 
♦  Lyman α line (912 Å, UV range) 
♦  Balmer lines (optical range) 
YOUNG POP: 
Before the PhTs (0.1 Gyr) …. 
Observed evolutionary sequences: 
♦  Main Sequence 
♦  Hertzsprung Gap 
♦  Blue Loop 
The SED is dominated by the 
optical peak at ~ 4000 Å, while the 
UV peak represents a secondary 
contribution. 
The major contribution derives 
from the AGB (Carbon) stars. 
Main spectral features : 
♦  Molecular bands (TiO, …) 
After the AGB PhT (0.6 Gyr) …. 
Observed evolutionary sequences: 
♦  Main Sequence 
♦  Blue Loop 
♦  AGB 
The SED is peaked at ~ 4000 A  
and the UV component is negligible.  
The SED is dominated by the RGB  
stars  
After the RGB Ph - T (3 Gyr) …. 
Observed evolutionary sequences: 
♦  Main Sequence 
♦  Sub-Giant Branch 
♦  He Clump 
♦  A bright, fully developed and well  
    populated RGB  
Constructing a SED…. 
Constructing a SED…. 
Constructing a SED…. 
Constructing a SED…. 
The SED of a SSP as a function of age 
0.1 Gyr 
0.6 Gyr 
3 Gyr 
64 
stellar models 
IMF 
X,Y,Z 
SFH 
INPUT 
SED 
OUTPUT 
Effect of distance on star resolution 
(Daddi et al. 2005) 
Early-type galaxies in the 
Hubble Ultra Deep Field (UDF)  
with redshifts 1.39 <z < 2.47, 
and KAB < 23 
High-z galaxies 
(Daddi et al. 2005) 
Low resolution spectra with the HST ACS grism G800L: 
S/N~10 a λ=8000 Å in ~30 hours!! 
Note: only one “line” (spectral feature) on ~1000Å interval 
top axis: rest-frame wavelengths ; bottom axis: observed wavelengths 
MgUV feature: prominent bump in the rest-frame 2640Å < λ < 2850Å region, 
mainly due to a combination of Fe II, Mg I, Mg II absorptions, which are 
characteristic of SPs dominated by stars older than ~0.5 Gyr. 
Redshift estimated from MgUV (see labels) 
High-z galaxies 
SED from HST/ACS, HST/NICMOS, VLT/ISAAC photometric data: 
F435W, V, F606W, R, F775W, F850LP, F110W, J, F160W, and K. 
(Daddi et al. 2005) 
High-z galaxies 
(Maraston et al. 2006) 
High-z galaxies 
SED from additional IR photometry (with SPITZER) 
SED for different morphological types 
The idea (Baum 1957), 
consists in determining the  
redshift from multi-band 
photometry. 
It allows to extend redshift 
estimates well beyond the 
spectroscopic limits (R~25, 
K~19-20). 
direction of 
redshift 
effect on λ  
(Bolzonella et al. 2000) 
SED fitting: photometric redshifts 
λem λobs 
=> photometric redshift 
To determine the shift, 
different templates of SED 
must be considered  
(χ2 SED fitting technique). 
SED: selection techniques for high-z galaxies 
Star forming galaxies:  
=> massive stars => UV photons,  
but also neutral hydrogen (HI), which 
absorbes UV photons. 
Hence all UV flux at λ < 912Å (Lyman 
limit) is absorbed by galactic HI and HI 
along the line of sight. 
Lyman break Galaxies (LBGs) 
If the galaxy is at z=3, then its rest-frame Lyman break (λ < 912Å)  
is red-shifted at λ ~ 912 (z+1) = 3600 Å => between the U-band and the B-band   
Hence, we should expect no/negligible flux at λ shorter than the U-band, 
and observable flux in the B-band and beyond. 
λ =3600Å  
U-band B-band 
SED: selection techniques for high-z galaxies 
Star forming galaxies:  
=> massive stars => UV photons,  
but also neutral hydrogen (HI), which 
absorbes UV photons. 
Hence all UV flux at λ < 912Å (Lyman 
limit) is absorbed by galactic HI and HI 
along the line of sight. 
Lyman break Galaxies (LBGs) 
Color selection criteria: 
      U-dropout: 2<z<3.5 
      B-dropout: 3.5<z<4.5 
      V-dropout: 4.5<z<5.5 
      I-dropout: z~6 
The template SEDs used for the interpretation of the integrated properties 
of complex SPs (i.e., used for the determination of photometric redshift, 
age, stellar mass, spectral type, etc. of galaxies) 
strongly depend on the predicted properties of SSPs (especially on phase 
transitions). 
Hence accurately checking whether or not phase transitions are observed 
and in agreement with the model predictions is crucial.  
To this end, stellar clusters with different properties (ages, metallicity,  
etc) are ideal bench tests, since they are the best approximation in  
nature of SSPs. 
 GLOBULAR CLUSTERS in the Milky Way 
•  POPULOUS: harbor many stars, up to several millions 
•  DIFFERENT METALLICITY: from solar, to 1/100 solar 
•  OLD: most of them formed at the epoch of the Galaxy 
              formation 
 CLUSTERS in the Magellanic Clouds 
•  POPULOUS: generally less populated than the Galactic 
                             ones 
•  DIFFERENT METALLICITY: from 1, to 1/100 solar 
•  DIFFERENT AGES: from a few Myr, up to 12 Gyr  
Narrow age distribution: 
(1) Old population:  ~13 Gyr (Halo+Bulge) 
(2) Typical TO mass:  ~0.7 - 0.8 M 
 Wide metallicity distribution: 
         [ Fe / H ] ~ -2.5 / 0.5 dex 
(1) Halo clusters: from Z-poor to Z-rich 
(2) Bulge clusters: super metal-rich 
The Galactic globular clusters 
14 Gyr 
12 Gyr 
 8 Gyr 
10 Gyr 
 Wide age distribution: 
(1) Very Young Population: < 50 Myr  
(2) Young Population: 50 Myr - 500 Myr 
(3) Intermediate Population: 500 Myr - 4 Gyr 
(4) “Age Gap“ (4 - 10 Gyr)   
      [absent in the SMC] 
(5) Old population: ~ 12-13 Gyr     
Wide metallicity distribution: 
         [ Fe / H ] ~ -2.2 / 0.0 dex 
(1) Old clusters: metal-poor 
(2) Young-intermediate clusters: metal-rich 
The MC globulars 
AGE GAP 
(quiescent period in the LMC,  
with no cluster formation) 
Narrow age distribution: 
(1) Old population:  ~13 Gyr (Halo+Bulge) 
(2) Typical TO mass:  ~0.7 - 0.8 M 
 Wide metallicity distribution: 
         [ Fe / H ] ~ -2.5 / 0.5 dex 
(1) Halo clusters: from Z-poor to Z-rich 
(2) Bulge clusters: super metal-rich 
The Galactic globulars 
 Wide age distribution: 
(1) Very Young Population: < 50 Myr  
(2) Young Population: 50 Myr - 500 Myr 
(3) Intermediate Population: 500 Myr - 4 Gyr 
(4) “Age Gap“ (4 - 10 Gyr) in the LMC   
(5) Old population: ~ 12-13 Gyr     
Wide metallicity distribution: 
         [ Fe / H ] ~ -2.2 / 0.0 dex 
(1) Old clusters: metal-poor 
(2) Young-intermediate clusters: metal-rich 
The MC globulars 
•  FIRST OBJECTS FORMED IN OUR 
  GALAXY: witnesses of the early  
  phases of the Milky Way evolution 
•  STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF  
  LOW MASS STARS 
•  STUDY OF OLD GLOBULARS IN 
  DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS 
•  STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF  
  LOW , INTERMEDIATE  and HIGH  
  MASS STARS 
LMC and SMC  (optical band)  
LMC 
(m-M)0= 18.5  (~ 50 kpc) 
SMC 
(m-M)0= 18.9  (~ 60 kpc) 
Hubble sequence 
The Magellanic Clouds 
CMDs for 20 LMC clusters sorted  
by age. 
The dashed line at V=19 indicates 
the magnitude level of the HB,  
in order to make visible the  
evolutionary effect. 
Brocato et al. (2001) 
From ~10 Myr, to ~13 Gyr  
LMC and SMC clusters allow 
to study the properties of the  
Red sequences (AGB e RGB) in  
a wide range of ages. 
These clusters are an ideal 
laboratory to test the theoretical 
predictions for SSPs  
The MC globulars 
AGB 
RGB 
He-Clump 
We can use the infrared plane (K, J-K) to empirically quantify the 
contribution of the AGB and RGB sequences to the total integrated 
light of the population, as a function of the age. 
Elson & Fall (1988) 
A method to date the MC clusters: s-parameter 
•  a de-reddened colour-colour diagram  
  (U-B) vs (B-V) 
•  the MC clusters (LMC+SMC) describe a  
  sequence in this diagram 
•  the sequence is divided in 52 intervals 
  (the s-parameter) 
•  log(age) correlates linearly with the 
  s-parameter 
The MC globulars 
`` 
Young, blue GCs 
Old, red GCs 
IR CMD of LMC/SMC clusters: AGB population 
AGB 
RGB-Tip 
A detailed census of AGB and  
C-stars in the young-intermediate 
clusters 
(Mucciarelli et al. 2006) 
LMC 
SMC 
C-stars: AGB stars with an  
enhancement of Carbon surface  
abundance due to the 
Third Dredge-Up episode 
(penetration of the convection 
in the inner stellar regions) 
AGB and Carbon stars 
✬   < 300 Myr  LkAGB  < 0.5 LkTOT  
✬   ~ 700 Myr  LkAGB  ~ 0.8 LkTOT  
✬  > 1 Gyr rapid decrease 
 LMC  
 SMC 
The AGB contribution to the total integrated light 
From the number of AGB stars and  
their K-band magnitude => LKAGB.  
From the K-band image => LKTOT .  
Cluster are grouped in age bins  
to limit the effects of stochastic  
fluctuations due to small numbers. 
 LMC  
 SMC 
Contribution of the C-stars Contribution of the AGB 
     (C-stars + O-stars) 
IR CMD of LMC/SMC clusters: RGB population 
RGB-Tip 
He-CLUMP 
500 - 900 Myr: rapid increase of  
the population ratios (by a factor ~3) and  
of the luminosity ratios (by a factor of ~4) 
> 900 Myr: a progressive flattening 
The overshooting models are 
not able to well reproduce the 
age of the RGB Ph-T 
Blue line: Canonical model 
Red line: Overshooting model 
Solid line: canonical model with [M/H]= - 0.33  (ZLMC ~ 0.008) 
Dashed line: canonical model with [M/H]= - 1.35 (ZSMC ~ 0.004) 
 LMC  
 SMC 
 LMC  
 SMC 
nj = b(t) x tj nj = B(t) x Ltot x tj 
The evolutionary flux provides the number of stars in each evolutionary 
PMS stage as a function of the total luminosity (LTOT) of the SSP and 
of the duration (tj) of the stage  
can be obtained from  
the photometry (CMD)  
related to the  
burning process 
This relation can be generalized as  
a function of the SAMPLED luminosity 
Evolutionary flux and number counts 
Evolutionary rate: 
B(t) = 2 10-11 L-1 yr-1 
(for an age t =1010 yr) 
This relation can be used to evaluate the number of stars  
expected in each evolutionary phase for a given sampled 
luminosity (Ls) 
tAGB = 107 yr         nAGB =  2  
tHB   = 108 yr         nHB =  20    
tRGB   = 7 107 yr      nRGB= 14 
nj  = 2 10-11  104    tj  
       = 2 10-7  tj  
nj = B(t) x Ls x tj where Ls is the SAMPLED luminosity 
How many AGB, HB, RGB stars can we expect to observed  
by sampling Ls=104 L ? 
This relation can be used to test theoretical models of stellar evolution.   
In particular, the population ratio between two evolutionary stages is 
equal to the ratio of the corresponding phase durations. 
NAGB =  B(t)  Ls  tAGB  
NHB   =  B(t)  Ls  tHB 
                 NHB/NAGB  =  tHB /tAGB 
Hence, empirical number counts provide a direct check 
of the phase durations predicted by theoretical models. 
nj = B(t) x Ls x tj 
=> 
Selection of stellar populations along the CMD  
reading the age 
 of the Galaxy N(HB)/N(RGB) = t(HB)/t(RGB) 
